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Your Vitalizer Plus System

Your Vitalizer Plus advanced water System is an elegant yet simple to use water
system that performs the complex work of nature right before you. The powerful
Vortex created by the strong magnetic fields inside the water system, parallels
the dynamic current flowing from streams and waterfalls, converts any pure
drinking water into micro clustered water containing high level of dissolved
oxygen and energy.
Vitalizer Plus applies scientifically the principles of nature to create a water with
special life-enhancing properties, without using any chemicals. Utilizing the
principles of physical and electromagnetic energy Vitalizer Plus creates a living
water, which improves the functioning, and homeostasis of the body.
We guarantee and feel confident that your experience with Vitalizer Plus will be
refreshing, rejuvenating, amazing and full of great wonders.
Vitalizer Plus water is ;
-. Hexagonal structurer water
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-. Oxygen occurrence in the water
-. Minerals occurrence in the water
-. Water alkalinization
-. Make micro-clustered water
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-. Make strong water structure
-. Exclusion Chlorine in the tap water
-. Adds generative ions in the water
-. Balances ORP(Oxidation Reduction Potential)
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Getting Started

Parts

Follow these easy steps to assemble your new Vitalizer

Check the following parts before use.

Plus - Advanced Water System.
-. Spinner and Silicone Ring
-. Lid
-. Vitalizer Plus Base

-. Pitcher
-. Mineral Cube
-. User's Guide

Initial Cleaning :
1. Hand wash using a sponge with mild detergent the
following : pitcher, lid, spinner and silicone ring.
Rinse well.
2. Rinse the mineral cube under cold running tap water
for a few seconds. Wipe it with wet soft sponge or

Lid

washcloth without detergent. Rinse well.
Pitcher

Do not use detergent or soap to wash the mineral
cube.
3. Place the spinner in the middle of the mineral cube

Spinner

basket.
4. Position the mineral cube inside the pitcher, push it

Silicone Ring

down at the bottom center, and rotate it to the right
with a little pressure to secure the cube.

Mineral Cube

LED display

5. Fill the pitcher with filtered water.
6. Place pitcher on top of the base then press power
button.

Base
Power

7. Press the minute button, choose 9 minutes then
press start button.
8. During the first cycle, it is normal that small particles
could come out from the mineral cube.

Minute

Start/Stop

9. Wait until the Vitalizer Plus has completed its cycle.
10. Empty the pitcher. Do not drink this water.

Reading the instructions before using the unit
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If the Vitalizer Plus had not been used for an extended period of time, we recommend
performing cleaning steps.
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If the Vitalizer Plus had not been used for an extended period of time, we recommend
performing cleaning steps.
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Replace used mineral cube.

Operation

-. Pour filtered water into the pitcher.
-. Place the pitcher on top of the base.
-. Turn power on.

Power button

-. Press the minute button to select cycle time.
(9, 18, 27minutes).
-. Press start/stop
button to operate. The LED

display will show the remaining minutes during
the operation. When it is finished, zero "0" will

Minutes button

appear on the LED display and the system will
automatically
stop.

Do notremove the pitcher from the base while
the unit is in operation. If you wish to stop the
unit at anytime, press the start/stop button to

Start/Stop button

cancel operation.

We recommand 9 minutes operation, if you want more high level of
dissolved oxygen and energy water, can choose 18 or 27 minutes.

The Vitalizer Plus has a timer that inform users to
discard/replace used mineral cube ;
When you have used your mineral cube for total
time of 4,000 minutes "CC" message (change
cube) lights on the display.
It is very important to replace the mineral cube
when "CC" starts flashing on the display.
Instructions for mineral cube replacement :
-. Unlock the used/old cube from the pitcher by
turning it counter clock wise (to the left).
Remove old cube.
-. Position the new cube (with spinner and silicone
ring) at the bottom center of the pitcher then
rotate it clock wise (to the right) to secure the
new cube inside the pitcher.
-. Run the machine for 9 minutes to clean the cube.
Do not drink this water.
-. To clear previous minutes used, press the minute
and start/stop button simultaneously for 2 to 3
seconds until "CL" (clear) appears on the display.
-. You're ready to use your Vitalizer Plus with a new
mineral cube.

Chang Cube(CC)

Minute
Button

Start/Stop
Button

-. The pitcher capacity of Vtalizer Plus is 2.2liters.

Follow these procedures to determine the total time
you have used the mineral cube :
Minute Button
-. Press the minute button for 2 to 3 seconds "F1"
appears on the LED display, this represents the
total hours used.
-. Press again the minute button for few seconds, "F2" shows, which means total
minutes used.
-. Continue to press the minute button for another 2 to 3seconds : "F3" flashes,
this is for total seconds used. Finally, when "F4 " appears, it's for manufacturer's
use only for additional system function.
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20. welcome to Vitalizer Plus

Warning
-. Vitalizer Plus has no water purifiring function, please using drinkable water.
-. If you have health problems or currently using electronic medical / health device
inside your body, consult aphysician before using the Vitalizer Plus.
-. Pregnant women are advised to consult a physician before using the Vitalizer Plus.
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Reminder

Troubleshooting

When the power button is not working.
-. Check the power outlet if the machine is properly plugged in.

Tips for use ;
-. Always ensure that the middle portion of the base is dry.
Wipe out with soft dry cloth any spilled water.

Water in the pitcher is not rotating.
-. Check and make sure that the power is on, press minute button and then press
start/ stop button.
-. Make certain that the spinner with silicone ring is placed at the center of the
mineral cube.
-. Check if the mineral cube is securely placed at the bottom center inside the
pitcher.
-. Check if the pitcher is properly placed on the base of the Vitalizer Plus.

-. Remove the mineral cube from the pitcher when clean
the pitcher, lid and spinner. To remove the mineral cube
from the pitcher, turn the cube counter clock wise (to the
left). Regularly wash the pitcher, lid and spinner using
softs sponge with mild detergent. Rinse well.
-. Clean your mineral cube with water and wipe it with wet
soft sponge or washcloth without soap or detergent.

Strange noise coming from the pitcher.
-. Check if the silicone ring is broken.
-. Check if the silicone ring is flatly wrapped around the spinner.
-. Make certain that there is nothing inside the pitcher except water, spinner with
silicone ring and the mineral cube.

Do not use detergent or soap.
Storing Vitalized water :
For a cool, great tasting and refreshing water, we recommend storing your Vitalized water in the refrigerator make
sure to keep it in a cool place indirect to sunlight.

Limited Warranty Statement

Precaution :
-. To prevent possible electric shock.
-. Do not immerse the Vitalizer Plus base in water.
-. Do not use detergent or soap to wash the mineral cube.
-. Do not attempt to disassemble the unit.
-. Do not add hot water.
-. Do not add milk, carbonated water.
-. Using only drinkable water.
-. Do not open the mineral cube.
-. Do not eat the mineral ball in the mineral cube.
-. Do not place near by fire or stove.
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SOAP

We warrants to the original purchaser only, that each Vitalizer unit shall be free
from defects in material and workmanship for ONE YEAR from the purchased
date. Should any such defects arise, the product will be replaced or repaired
without charge by us promptly upon the return of the defective product and a copy
of proof of purchase to us. All shipping costs are the responsibility of the user.
The warranty obligations of us and the original purchaser's sole remedy shall be
limited to repair of replacement of the product only. We shall not be liable or
responsible under any circumstances or in any amount for consequential or
incidental damage of for injury or damages to persons or property using or used
with or in connection with the product, or for loss of profits or other costs or
expenses of any kind or character. There are no warranties or representations by
us other than set forth above, either expressed or implied and no person, firm or
corporation is authorized to make any representation or incur any obligation in the
name of or on behalf or our company except as stated above.
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USA Patent
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VORTEX WATER TECHNOLOGY INC.
19807 Hamilton Ave,Torrance,Ca,USA
Tel : 310-808-9228 Fax : 310-808-9207
www.vortexwatertech.com

CE Certificate

CE Certificate

Korea Patent

The Gerbera Daisy immersed
in Vitalized water flourished with
a remarkable degree of freshness,
glow and beauty.

KOREA PURITECH CO.,LTD.
47-1,Shingil-Dong,Ansan-Si,Gyeonggi-Do,Korea
Tel : 82-31-494-4535 Fax : 82-31-494-4557
www.hexawater.com
㫥ዶ㩱ἵ㛖⺅⡦㰕☵
ቆᎹ᥍⫑☹⡥ᡱⱙድ⡩Ꮑᥢ
Tel : 031-494-4535 Fax : 031-494-4557
www.hexawater.com
FUJII TECHNOS CO., LTD.

ᣣᧄ࿖⍹Ꮉ⋵㊄ᴛᏒᛂᧁ↸᧲1456
Tel : 076-269-870 Fax : 076-269-8770
www.fujii-group.net

Test data of I.H.M.
Research Institute(Japan)
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Plant testing

Membership of
Water Quality(USA)

PURITECH MALAYSIA CO.,LTD.
7 Jalan Saga Sd 8/6 Bandar Sri Damansara
Kuala Lumpur Malaysia
Tel : 012-3215779 Fax : 03-62803288
www.hexawater.com
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